
LOGISTICS FIRM
FUELS GROWTH 
by buying and managing cloud better

Quick facts

USD 200k
of AWS cloud costs saved  
over 3 years

80
AWS accounts outsourced 
and billed effectively

100%
visibility of AWS cloud 
consumption across all 
subsidiaries

Like many other companies in the industry, this international logistics 
provider benefited from the parcel boom during the pandemic, 
delivering more parcels between 2020 and 2021 than ever before. The 
company increasingly relied on cloud computing to manage large 
volumes of data and its cloud consumption and costs were rising. 
Billing and buying software were also challenging. 

With a goal to further grow its network and connect people globally 
with more sustainable logistics solutions, the delivery provider needed 
a new strategy and the right tools to improve visibility into its AWS 
cloud usage, while finding an easier way to buy and bill AWS cloud 
services.

Industry

Logistics

Customer

International Logistics Provider

Platform

AWS Cloud

Services

Simple for AWS with AWS EDP 
(Enterprise Discount Program)

Country

Germany



When business and cloud consumption grow

The logistics company serves several 100,000 customers worldwide through a strong delivery network. With 
every delivery, this network generates vast amounts of data: more than 100 million data points must be managed 
daily to get parcels to the right place on time.

Having used AWS cloud technology to drive its business, the company’s rapid growth during the COVID-19 
pandemic brought several challenges:

 ›  Constant increases in AWS cloud consumption and costs

 › Lack of visibility into AWS cloud usage and spending 

 › Slow and increasingly complex procurement processes for centralized AWS software purchasing 

 › Central billing became more complex with rising cloud consumption of all subsidiaries

The challenge

Discovering discounts, streamlining and outsourcing

Working with Amazon Web Services (AWS), SoftwareONE’s Simple for AWS assessed the delivery provider’s 
current IT environment and developed a 3-year plan to help:

1. Transform AWS procurement and reduce costs

 ›  Using the AWS Enterprise Discount Program (AWS EDP), the logistic company will save costs on any AWS 
cloud consumption it buys through SoftwareONE, based on a discount and annual spending commitment 
that SoftwareONE negotiated with AWS

 ›  Optimizing the procurement process by using AWS Marketplace means faster, easier software 
procurement on a discounted rate for any AWS product that it buys via SoftwareONE

2. Control cloud usage & spending with SoftwareONE’s PyraCloud Platform

 › Improves cost governance and visibility into AWS cloud usage and spending

 ›  Identifies cost optimization recommendations to reduce cloud spending

 › Manages all AWS licenses and subscriptions purchased via SoftwareONE

 ›  Simplifies budgeting, spending tracking and chargeback of cloud costs to the company’s  
business cost centers 
 

The solution

“Since we have been purchasing software through SoftwareONE in AWS Marketplace, we not only benefit 
from a better price, but also from bundling our procurement processes. The easy and quick use of AWS 
Marketplace has streamlined our central software purchasing and saves us a lot of time.”

Head of Software & Cloud Procurement

"

“PyraCloud provides us a whole new dimension to monitor and actively influence our cloud cost 
management through data-driven actions to get the most out of our cloud investments. This helps us to 
expand our delivery network in a very cost-effective way and better serve our customers.”

Head of Software & Cloud Procurement 

"



Managed cloud consumption for sustainable growth 
Real time transparency

With better real-time insights, the delivery provider now knows exactly what AWS cloud resource consumption 
looks like for every project in every part of the company. This helps the company to make faster decisions  
and better manage consumption with fewer administrative burdens, and also supports its growth and 
sustainability goals. 

Better cloud spending management

Thanks to constant recommendations via PyraCloud, the service provider can keep optimizing its cloud 
spending. PyraCloud’s predictive cloud usage algorithms help them with annual planning and budgeting. 

Cost savings for AWS purchases

Using AWS Marketplace for faster, easier procurement, combined with the AWS EDP, the company expects 
to save more than USD 200,000 over the next 3 years for AWS consumption and AWS products that it will buy 
through SoftwareONE.

Easier billing administration

By outsourcing billing management for more than 80 individual AWS accounts to SoftwareONE, the logistics 
company saves time and the cost of hiring in-house staff – resources that are available now for new projects.

The outcome
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3. Simplify billing administration by outsourcing to SoftwareONE

Completely taking over billing and invoicing for AWS cloud consumption across the enterprise creates relief for 
the logistics provider’s IT team.

“Before, we had limited resources available to manage the breakdown of AWS billing and invoicing. With 
each additional AWS cloud project the workload increased and became more complex. Outsourcing 
billing management to SoftwareONE has saved us a tremendous amount of time, resources and money.”

Head of Software & Cloud Procurement 

"

The solution


